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'RACISM' IN PLATO'S REPUBLIC*
George Klosko

Among the criticisms commonly made of the Republic is that Plato's just city favours
a certain biological human type over others, that Plato is, in short, a racist. The charge
appears in its most celebrated form in Karl Popper's The Open Society and Its
Enemies, which has prompted detailed rebuttals from Plato's supporters. 1 In this
paper I review the grounds of the controversy. I believe that there is some merit to
the charge of 'racism', though most of its inflammatory connotations are unwarranted. The precise sense in which Plato is - and others in which he is not - a
'racist' can be clarified if we carefully examine the concept of 'racism', before
turning to Plato. The concept of 'racism' is discussed in Section I, with special
attention to the distinction between what I call 'empirical' and 'normative' aspects
of racism or racist theories. Relevant features of the Republic are reviewed in Section
II, and analysed in the light of our discussion of racism in Section III, before a brief
conclusion in Section IV.

I
My starting point is the fact that, though 'racism' and related topics are often
discussed, they are not always clearly understood. In particular, when people discuss
'racism' they tend not to distinguish two quite different notions: racism as prejudice
(what I will call 'empirical racism'), the view that certain types of people are better
than others in certain respects; and racism as discrimination (what I will call
'normative racism'), the view that certain types of people are entitled to receive
preferential treatment in certain respects.
Because questions of racism are familiar, the term is frequently employed with
little explanation of its precise sense. Occasionally, an author will present a brief
definition, along the lines of the following, which is taken from a recent book by
William Julius Wilson. According to Wilson, racism in the United States is the
'conscious refusal of whites to accept blacks as equal human beings and their willful,
systematic effort to deny blacks equal opportunity'. 2 In their recent study of the
Chicano political experience, F. Chris Garcia and Rudolph de la Garza present a

* I am grateful to Daniel Devereux, Robert Patton and Charles A. Miller, for valuable discussions of
issues treated in this paper, and to Ethan Fischman, for comments on an earlier draft.
The Republic is quoted from the edition of J. Burnet, Platonis Opera (5 vols., Oxford, 1900-7). I
generally follow G.M.A. Grube's translation (Plato's Republic (Indianapolis, 1974)), with occasional
slight modifications.
1 K. Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, Vol. I: The Spell of Plato (Princeton, 5th edn., 1966);
R. Levinson, In Defense ofPlato (New York, 1953), esp. pp. 535-43.
2

W.J. Wilson, The Truly Disadvantaged (Chicago, 1987), p. 11, quoting Charles Gershman.
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more elaborate definition, in the course of discussing a theory of 'internal
colonization':

heredity, which are sufficiently clear to mark off one group from others' . A more
detailed defmition is presented by W.A. Lessa:

Racism. The conquered group is seen as distinctively different and infetior by
nature. Negative stereotyping is employed to discredit the features of the
con.quered group. The conquered people are exploited; they are used by the
socret~. They pr?vide, for ~xample, the labor for the colonizers and yet reap
very httle benefrt from therr own labor. They are controlled limited in their
~c~v~ties, and ~ppr~ss~d both socially and psychologically. Thls racism is both
mdtvrdual and mstitutwnal. Not all or even a majotity of individual members
of the dominant. el~te m~y harbor prejudiced feelings, but certainly many
members are racrst m therr thoughts and actions. 3

A race is a subdivision of a species, individual members of which display .with
some frequency a number of hereditary atttibutes that ~ave become assocta~ed
with one another in some measure through a considerabl~ degree of n~
breeding among the ancestors of the group duting a substantial part of thetr
recent evolution. 7

I do not question the accuracy of these definitions, or their adequacy in many
contexts. However, greater precision is required to assess complex moral situations.
In both Wilson's and Garcia and de Ia Garza's accounts the authors dtift between
different kinds of claims. They make empitical or factu~ claims about the relative
metits of different groups and normative claims as to how members of different
groups should ?e t~eated. 4 As we will see, empitical and normative aspects of racism
can be related m dtfferent ways, and we get rather different kinds of racist views as
we v~y the relations .. G~cia and de Ia Garza draw connections between phenomena
of racrsm and explmtation. One advantage of attaining greater clatity about the
concept of 'racism' is that this will help us to determine exactly what kinds of
exploitation are racist.
Before proceeding, I should make clear exactly what I claim - and do not claim
-about the concept of 'racism' developed here. It should be noted that (in this paper
on Plato~ I am not advocating an 'essentialist' view, 5 according to which there is
some obJectiv~ essenc~ of 'racism' that proper analysis can uncover. Concepts are
tools; the specrfic versi~n of a concept ~at one employs should be adapted to one's
purp~s~s a~d b~ as p~eci~e as one requrres. Because of the complexity of assessing
Plato s racism , a farrly mvolved concept is necessary here.
, In ?rder to analyse the concept of 'racism', we should begin with the concept of
race_. In the broadest ~ense, 'r~~es' are biological groupings of human types.
Consider two represe~ta~v~ defimtions. ~cc?rding to Ruth Benedict: 'a race may be
defined as a group of mdividuals possessmg m common certain traits transmitted by

3

F. C. 9arcia and R.O. de.Ia Garza, The Chicano Political Experience (North Scituate, Mass., 1977), p. 9.
The clanns made by Garcia and de Ia Garza are from the point of view of the oppressed group in society.
4

It may seem strange to iden.tify a claim of hereditary superiority as an 'empirical' claim. However, it
should be noted that such a clann assumes some established standard and so would be identified by Ernest
~agel as a 'characterizing' value judgment, as opposed to an overtly normative 'appraising' value
Judgment (E. ~~gel,_The Stru~t~re of Science (New York, 1961), pp. 492-5). An example of a theorist
who clearly ?Istingmshes empmcal and normative racist claims is Morroe Berger Racial Equality and
the Law (Pans, 1954), pp. 10-12.
'
5
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Cf. Popper, Open Society, pp. 31-2.

6

As seen in these two definitions, in the concept of race we generally fin~ t~o
component claims: (a) that members of at least two human groups can be dts~n
guished; and (b) that the distinguishing characteristics ~e transrmtt~d by ~eredrty.
However, despite general agreement upon these ~w? po:nts, there IS c~msiderable
disagreement about specific characteristics that distmgmsh race~, and m regard to
such questions as the degree of difference betwe~n m~mbe~s o~ different rac~s, and
the number and identity of races. Theotists also diff~r ~n t~err vrews of the stnctness
of hereditary transmission of the relevant characte~stics. .
. .
Because discussions of race generally emphasize hereditary transr~ussion, the
distinguishing charactetistics tend to be physiolo.gical,, e.g. c~lour of ski~, shape of
eyes, texture of hair. In practice, because of centunes of mt~rmrxture of r~c1~ gr?ups,
sharp distinctions are often difficult to dra~; ~o races wrn. o~en b~ distmgmshed
solely on hereditary grounds, with differentlatmg charactenstics satd to fol~ow, by
decree. Thus the racial policies of Nazi Germany concentrated upon heredity. The
Nuremburg laws, which were intended 'to maintain the putity of German blood' ,9
gave careful definitions of what constituted a Jew. The frrst supplementary decree
to the Reich Citizenship Law, one of the two Nuremburg laws, defmed a Jew as
someone with three full Jewish grandparents, or with two Jewish grandparents who
was also a member of the Jewish religious community on a specified date- with a
few additional complexities. An individual with one Jewish great-grandparent or
. .
•
great-great-grandparent was declared to be 'ofJewish ?lood'. 10
Though theorists may differ as to exactly what constitutes a race,. or the Id~ntr~es
of the distinguishable races, they generally .ag~ee that, however tht~ dete~mmatton
is made racism centres upon claims of supenonty on the part of certam racial groups
over others. 11 What interests us is exactly how claims of racial superiotity can be
used to justify disttibutional inequalities, the fact that certain groups in a given

6

R. Benedict, quoted by F. Neumann, Behemoth (1944; reprinted New York, 1963), p. 98.

W.A. Lessa, 'Race', Dictionary of the Social Sciences, ed. J. Gould and W.L. Kolb (New York, 1964),
p. 569.

7

8

For discussion of these issues, see The Concept ofRace, ed. A. Montagu (Glencoe, Ill., 1964).

Neumann, Behemoth, p. 113; for a good brief discussion of the laws, see ibid., pp. 111 ff.; and
L. Dawidowicz, The War Against the Jews (New York, 1975), pp. 63-9.
9

10

Dawidowicz, War Against the Jews, p. 68.

11

See H. Arendt, The Origins ofTotalitarianism (New York, new edn., 1968), pp. 166-"7":
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soc~~ty receive and/or are viewed as deserving to receive greater portions of wealth,
pohtlcal power, and other important goods than other groups.
Racist views justify distributive inequalities in two different ways. The first is by
upholding the employment of racial criteria in place of the grounds upon which
distributional decisions should rightfully be made. Complex problems are associated
with the idea of proper distributional criteria. On a general level, the difficulties can
be dealt with by introducing a concept, 'appropriate criteria'. As the appellation
indicates, appropriate criteria are those upon the basis of which different goods
should be distributed. In ceitain cases, appropriate criteria are readily identifiable.
For example, if a number of musicians audition for spots in an orchestra, the positions
sho~l~ go to ~ose who most clearly demonstrate the qualities one looks for in a good
musician. Or m the case of a football league, the limited number of available positions
should go to the individuals who best demonstrate the relevant skills. Though there
can be problems in identifying the best musicians or football players, the criteria in
these fields and others like them are relatively clear. In practice, the most serious
difficulties will probably occur when different individuals have roughly similar
abilities or are better in certain aspects of their fields than in others. But difficulties
of this sort concern the application of criteria rather than criteria themselves.
~n other cases appropriate criteria are less easily identified, becoming themselves
obJects of controversy. For instance, it is generally agreed that intellectual aptitude
should be a primary consideration in university admissions decisions. But there is
~ons~derable disagreement about how aptitude is identified or measured. Fortunately,
m this paper we need not become embroiled in complex issues associated with
approp~ate ~riter!a. In the case that interests us the appropriate criteria are clearcut.
The IdentificatiOn of appropriate criteria in some distributive situation allows us
to see exactly how they are supplanted in certain cases of racism. This would be seen
if musicians of particular racial groups were forbidden to play in various musical
or~~izations, i.e. if positions were distributed according to race rather than musical
~b1hty. In t~~ football example, the supplanting of appropriate criteria would occur
If opporturuttes went to members of specific racial groups rather than to the best
pla~ers. The racism of Nazi Germany was seen in countless cases along these lines.
~unng the early years of the Reich, Jews were barred from profession after profesSIOn.- as a prelude to ~eir later physical liquidation. For example, in Frankfurt, in
Apnll933, German Jewish teachers were forbidden to teach in universities· German
Jewish actors were barred from the stage; German Jewish musicians were forbidden
2
to play in orchestras. I In regard to the distribution of more general social goods
such as the rights of citizenship, or protection under the rule of law non~
controversially appropriate criteria are less easily identified. But it is o~ wellestablished belief that these goods should be distributed to all alike because of their
fundamental human equality, or human rights. Thus we look with horror at the Nazi
view that differences in rights and obligations should derive from racial differences.B
12
13

M. Gilbert, The Holocaust (New York, 1985), p. 36.
Dawidowicz, War Against the Jews, p. 67.
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If we collect the results of our discussion to ~is point, w~ can sketch our t~o
different kinds of racism. Racist views are compnsed of assertions of the followmg
kinds:
Al. The existence of characteristics distinguishing members of different
groups.

A2. The fact that the distinguishing characteristics are transmitted through
heredity.
A3. The fact that the distinguishing characteristics justify~ c.laim of supe~ority;
i.e. members of group X, who possess the charactenstlcs, are supenor (m
some important respect) to members of group Y, who do not.
A4. The fact that in questions concerning the distribution of some good, g,
possessors of the distinguishing characteristics should be fav.oured. ov~r
possessors of what would ordinarily be viewed as the appropnate cntena
for the distlibution of g's.
As theorists subscribe to different combinations of these assertio~s, the~ will. ~old
different kinds of racist theories. Belief. in Al: A'7 an~ A3 constitutes empmcal
racism'. This is in opposition to 'normative racism , which centre~ upon A4 (~ong
with Al and A2, but not A3). Both variants of racism present cl~ms ?f ~er~d~tary
superiority. Empirical racists believe tha~ di~fere~t h~m~n gro~ps d1ff~: m ~Igruficant
ways. When empirical racism is us.ed to JUStify distnbutwnalmequalitles, It assumes
the following (somewhat schematic) form:
Empirical Racism: (1) Characteristi~s a, b, c, ... n, are. acquired by and ~nly
by heredity. (2) By virtue ofpossessmg a, ~·.: n. which are the appropn~te
criteria for the distribution of goods, g, h, I, mdividuals P, Q, R, have supenor
entitlements to g, h, i.

?•

.

What distinguishes this view from normative racism is the b~s~s of it~ claim to
superior entitlements. As seen in (2), this is based .on char~ctens.tlcs, which are the
appropriate criteria for distribution of the g?o~s m question •. With the ~ore. of the
doctrine being the claim that the charactenstics are transmitte~ h~re?I~anly. An
individual who subscribes to empirical racism believe~ that certam I?d~viduals are
better than others on the basis of hereditarily transrmtted charactenstlcs. But the
imputed superiori~y stems from superior qualities. There is .a ceit~n j?stice to such
views, in that the characteristics in question are appropnate. cntena; .and so. an
essential moral component of such views is the claim that t~e so~Ial goo~s m question
should be distributed to those individuals who would ordmanly be said to deserve
them. It seems that empirical racism is actually 'racism' only if the empi~cal claims
are false. 'Racism' is a pejorative notion, and it is not clear that treating peo~le
according to their deserts is wrong. Howe~er•. empiri~al raci~m .gen~rally. pos1~s
exaggerated differences between groups, to JUStify sigrufic~t.distributional meqmties. Claims along these lines are generally clearly false, m~nting str~ condemnation of their proponents (with the degree of condemnation reflecting degree of

6
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departure from the truth). Representative claims centre upon the intellectual superiority of group X, or its natural (hereditary) possession of desirable psychological
traits, e.g. greater willingness to work, or ability to control certain objectionable
appetites. Empirical racist views can be referred to as prejudice, as opposed to
advocacy of discrimination, because they tum upon incorrect factual beliefs about
different human groups - based on, for example, the stereotyping noted above by
Garcia and de la Garza.
The difficulties empirical racists have with their factual claims are compounded
by central aspects of our moral beliefs. 14 In modem Westem societies, distributional
entitlements are generally believed to be held by individuals rather than by groups.
We hold that individuals should receive shares of social goods according to their own
deserts. Assume that some empirical racist theory· is true and so most members of
group X actually are superior to most members of group Yin some important respect,
e.g. intelligence. This fact alone would not justify giving A, who belongs to group
Y, less of some social good (e.g. education), unless it can be shown that she is inferior
to other members of society in the relevant respect. Because empirical racists
generally make claims about groups as wholes, as opposed to all the particular
members of groups, their claims of superior distributional entitlements for specific
individuals are especially unlikely to bear scrutiny.
The move to normative racism is taken with A4. An individual who holds Al, A2
and A4 will argue that hereditary characteristics should take precedence over what
would otherwise be recognized as appropriate criteria in questions of distribution.
For example, adherents of Nazi ideology, as discussed above, believed that considerations of heredity should outweigh possession or non-possession of the appropriate
criteria in certain distributional situations. Normative racism can be schematized as
follows:
Normative Racism: By virtue of heredity, individuals P, Q, R, have superior
entitlements to goods g, h, i.

Though empirical and normative racism are not often distinguished, as is seen in
the quotations from Wilson and Garcia and de la Garza given above, they are actually
inconsistent with one another. Though both theories justify distributional inequalities
on the basis of race - the reason, I take it, that they are often lumped together they justify these inequalities in different ways, on the basis of contradictory factual
premises. Empirical racists believe that members of group X deserve more social
goods, because they are superior: they possess in higher degree the characteristics
that are generally viewed as appropriate to the distribution of the goods in question.
Normative racism begins where empirical racism leaves off. The main weakness of
empirical racism is that its factual premises are generally false. Normative racism
responds to this situation by advocating distributional inequalities even though
members of group X are not superior in the appropriate respect. Normative racists
do not base their distributional claims upon hereditary superiority, but uphold them
14

I owe this point to Charles A. Miller.
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ins ite of the absence of the superior qualities in question. The reader w~ll not~ that
aptropriate criteria are not mentioned in the above statement of normative racism.

II
The charge that Plato is a racist centres upon the distinctive institutions he builds
into his just city. The major institutions that concern us ar~ the system of classes
around which the city is structured and the communal fam1ly arrangements under
which the Guardians live.
. .
d
As readers of the Republic of course know, the work's i~eal c1ty .1s constructe
u on a three-class system. Plato believes thatthere are three d1ffer~ntkinds of people,
-!hose souls are 'ruled' by different passions, .by the love of ';'1sdom, .ho~o~r an,d
money, respec t1'vely. The passion that rules a giVen soul detenmnes the md1v1dual
. sf
value orientation and beliefs. Thus individuals ruled by reason prefer the pursmt.o
knowledge and truth to other values, and believe ~at the pleasures assoc1~;ed w1~
these activities are best. Something similar is seen m the ~ther types of men. Plato s
olitical theory in the Republic is constructed upon the Idea that ~he three typ~s of
~ d'1 ·duals should be placed in different classes and perform the different functiOns
~~r -::hich they are naturally suited. Plato argues for this principl.e, to which we can
refer as the 'principle of specialization', in Book II. 16 Though 1t 1s ~ommonly taken
to apply to individuals, there can be no doubt that Plato means for 1t to ~pply ~~ther
to classes.n Thus lovers of wisdom are to rule, lovers of honour to prov~de mih.tary
service in the role of Auxiliaries, and lovers of money to perf?rm econmmc. functi?ns
as Farmers or Craftsmen, growing the city's food, and making whatever 1t reqmres
in the way of arts and crafts.
.
.
The upshot of Plato's belief in three distinct human types, w1th d1ffer~nt moral an~
intellectual potential is expressed in the 'myth of the metals , pr~~e~ted ~n Book III. 1
The Rulers are described as having gold in their souls, the Aux1hanes s1lver, and the
Farmers only bronze, though Plato takes pains to empha.size ~at members of the
three classes are 'brothers'. 19 The thrust of these evaluatiOns IS later compounded
by Plato's view that members of the lowest class should be 'enslaved' .t~ members
of the highest. Because they do not have the capacity to control the appetitlve.aspects
of their souls, they should be enslaved to tlle Rulers .who will c~.efully tram them
from earliest childhood in order to allow them to achieve a cond1t1on of mastery of
their appetites analogous to that of the Rulers. 20 Though Plato says. that the purpose
of this subordination is to benefit the lowest class, members of which would not be
Republic 580d-81c; for how different parts of the soul 'rule' in different people, see G. Klosko, 'The
"Rule" of Reason in Plato's Republic', History of Philosophy Quarterly, 4 (1988), pp. 341-56.
1s

16

Esp. Republic 370a--c.

17

Ibid., 434a-b.

18

Ibid., 414b-15c.

19

Ibid., 415a2-3.

20

Ibid., 590c--d.
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able to lead fully human lives without th'
.
society that practised human sl
Is as~lstance, because Plato's Greece was a
enslaved to another had powerfavlery, the c~mm that one class of citizens should be
Th . . .
u connotatwns. ·
e dlstinctwn between natural hum
.
.
just city. The reason for the em h . an ty~es ~s essential to the maintenance of the
in their places and do their own Jo~sl~ 1tn J,ustlc~, that members of each class stay
of gold are qualified to rule Becaus!·~;th ~to s bel.lef that only individuals with souls
with unchecked political ~ower. The d ~1.\sup~nor n~tures, the rulers can be trusted
cussed here. 21 Let it suffice to sa th e m s o . Plat~ s ar~ument need not be disif a city is blessed with rulers whoy haavtePlat? beheves m an mverse proportion: only
.
no mterest in rulin
h d
·
they can denve personal benefits from ruli
.
g, w o o not beheve that
more eagerly individuals pursue olitical of~g, can It have a good government. The
. c~- because. they view ruling as a path
to individual gain- the less th: 'll
interest before their own. 22 Beca~s:lof~~ l?c{med to rule Justly, putting their cities'
Plato believes will be associated with d' d e~r £ove of knowledge and truth- which
-philosophic rulers can be trusted to Is m? or the values of the phenomenal world
other checks upon their power He d rule Jus~y. So Plato places no institutional or
~creening and testing, to mak~ surea t~~tcates mstead a careful process of lifelong
mtellectual qualities. The importance f . the ~lers have ~e necessary moral and
o msunng t~a~ the nght people - and only
the right people -rule is the m .
in Book III: 'the first and most : r;~ason fo7 th~ ngld ~lass system. As Plato says
god to the rulers is that there is nofhin an~ (kaz proton kaz malista) command of the
I ¥ ~y must guard better or watch over more
carefully than the lnixture of th
city will be ruined if ever it haseaso~ s m tbe next generation•.23 Plato adds that 'the
. ..
n rron or ronze guardia ' 24
The poss1b1hty ef racism arises in
·
.
n·
ual's moral and intellectual otenti I co~nectwn Wlth Plato's belief that an individconnected) is largely deten!ned b~ ~~ ~hese two aspects of ~e psyche closely
stronglyreflectthequalitiesofhisorh
. n most cases the child's potential will
that the child of parents of a certain cl~~P:U~ntt' and so t~ere is a strong presumption
will be exceptions to this rule
a so end up m that class' 25 though there
.
.
Accordingly, one of Plato's. ar
the falnily turns on eugenics. 26 ~~~:~~~for hi~ noto~wus syste~ of community of
careful to use the best stock, in the prime ~/l~wus kinds ~f ~mmals, breeders are
e. Because Slffillar reasoning applies
to human beings, steps must be taken t .
women, and the less worthy are restr ~ m~u;: that the best. men breed with the best
ame
om reproducmg. Therefore the tradi-

21

22

See G • K1os ko, The Development ofPlato's Political Theory (New York 1986) pp 138 9
Republic, 520c-21a
'
' ·
- ·

23

Ibid., 415b.

24

Ibid., 415c.

25
26
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tional family structure must be replaced for the Guardians with community of the
family.
The details of the system Plato devises are of course familiar. Sexual activity and
reproduction are state-controlled. 27 Temporary marriages for the sake of reproduction are arranged and consecrated at public marriage festivals. The Rulers are to
devise a cleverly rigged lottery system, to lead all Guardians to believe that their
marriage prospects are deterlnined by chance, though the Rulers actually arrange
things in accordance with their eugenic priorities. Plato also says that Guardians who
perform especially meritorious service should be given extra mating privileges, to
28
ensure more offspring from the best stock and as a further inducement to valour.
Children are raised in public nurseries, with steps taken to hide the identities of
parents and children. People are allowed to reproduce only during their prime:
women between the ages of twenty and forty, men between thirty and fifty-five. It
appears that individuals are to have no sexual outlets until they reach the prescribed
ages, though once they are past childbearing age, they are allowed to copulate freely,
within the constraints of the incest taboos. Children that result from such unions are
not permitted to live. 29
Plato's eugenic mechanisms are reinforced with the proviso that children of
inferior parents, or children born defective, shall be disposed of3° - probably
through infanticide. 31 Proof that Plato is concerned more with eugenics than with
controlling sexual activity for its own sake is the fact that sexual restrictions are
withdrawn once individuals have passed their reproductive years.
In addition to helping to improve the stock of Guardians, the system of family
relations benefits the state by fostering unity. The community of the family will cause
the Guardians to regard one another as kin. 32 Though this consideration is clearly
important to Plato, it bears only indirectly upon the question of racism and so need
not be discussed here.

III
We can now assess Plato's 'racism' in the Republic. At one point in the work Plato
presents some common national stereotypes, about Thracians, Scythians, Phoenicians and Egyptians. 33 It is also clear that he believes that Greeks and non-Greeks
occupy different moral statuses,3 4 though there is no indication that this is because
of physical differences. But in regard to the members of the three classes, referring
to differential treatment as 'racism' may seem unusual, because they are all Greeks,
and so presumably similar in physical characteristics. However, though these individuals have similar physical qualities, Plato believes that they differ in identifiable
intellectual and moral respects. As his espousal of eugenic measures indicates, Plato
27

Ibid., 459c-61e.

28

Ibid., 460b.

29

Ibid., 461c.

Ibid., 415a7-8.
Ibid., 459a-61e.
30

Ibid., 460c.

31

Cf. Timaeus, 19a.

32

Republic, 462a-64d.

33

Ibid., 435e-36a.

34

Ibid., 469b-71c.
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believes that these qualities are generall inh .
y ented and so the charge of racism cannot
be dismissed out of hand.

Popper conveniently forgets to mention that this 'concession' is the Rulers' first and
greatest duty. He also neglects to mention that the rule is repeated in Book IV: 'if an
offspring of the guardians is inferior, he must be sent off to join the other citizens,
44
and if the others have an able offspring, he must be taken into the guardian group' .
Popper's position on the placement rule centres upon the claims (a) that it is not
put forth sincerely, and (b) that it means only that 'nobly born but degenerate children
45
may be pushed down, but not that any of the baseborn may be lifted up'. Because
(b) stands in clear defiance of Plato's text, Popper's only ground for holding it is (a).
But it is not true that Plato later 'rescinds' the placement rule. (It is also not to
Popper's credit that this crucial point is relegated to the notes, and there Popper only
cites but does not discuss the passages in which the rescission supposedly takes
place.) In his notes, Popper cites two passages: 46 Rep. 546 a ff.; 434c. The passages
are straightforward, so Popper's interpretation of them is a mystery. The former, in
which the 'Platonic Number'.is introduced, concerns the importance of maintaining
the placement rule, though only in regard to making sure that Rulers have the proper
qualities. Rep. 434c reaffirms the principle of specialization and so, again, by
implication, the placement rule. On the whole, one must conclude that Popper's
47
treatment of the placement rule is not only inaccurate but deceptive.
Proper interpretation of the placement rule is crucial to an assessment of Plato's
racism. We can distinguish two separate policy areas in regard to which Plato's
'racism' can be assessed: as it bears on the maintenance of racial purity and
distributive entitlements, respectively. The situation in regard to the former, with
which Popper is mainly concerned, is clearcut. The placement rule tells strongly
against Popper's view that Plato is seriously concerned with maintaining the blood
purity of the Guardian classes, or with promoting their propagation at the expense
of the lower classes. The fact that the Rulers' first priority is to make sure that
hereditary considerations give way to considerations of merit proves that hereditary
purity is not the primary goal of his policies, regardless of how infrequently the
exceptional cases occur. 48

The charge is put most forcefull b p
those of other scholars is its ton/ p~ ~~per. Wha~ se~ his account apart from
comparison of the art of ruling to the IfP h ~a;ces qmte .literally Plato's repeated
of the philosopher-kings is 'mana in s ;p er. s art. In his terms, the primary task
Popper believes that Plato's raci;m fs ~ bke~Rmg down the hu~an cattle'. 35 Though
the stability of the just city he sa s th u or ~nated to the political end of ensuring
master race•.36 Plato's philoso ; kiatP~ato s proposals centre upon 'breeding the
whose task is to realize on eartta~- t n~ i~rns out to be a philosopher breeder'' 37
that the philosophers require exha:s~~~c ea of th~ pure r~c.e. 38 It is for this reason
mat~ematical trrumng, to understand the
secrets of mathematical eu enics e
prese?ted in the beginningg of B~o:p~~~:~~ m the noto?ous 'Platonic Number',
teaching is epitomized in the myth of th . Popper ~eheves that Plato's crucial
Blood and Soil'.40
e metals, to which he refers as the 'Myth of

f

Popper's inflated language is obvious! me
Plato's Nazism can be dismissed t
ant to evo.ke the spectre of Nazism. But
'master race,, 'human cattle' 'Myt~u f~l ha~d. Ther.e Is no textual justification for
0
Popper's belief in Plato's Hitlerian ~ ? a~~ So I~' • and .many other Popperisms.
outofhand.4I Powerful evidence a ai~~~~~n Wit, r~cial.punty ~an also be dismissed
that the moral and intellectual ch g t . _vper s view _IS Plato s repeated insistence
mined are not always passed on f%~ enstics upon .which class positions are deterproblem entirely, but he does the next 1~~:~o children. Popper cannot avoid this
As we have seen, the first and most im
g.
is to insure that individuals be placed. t~or~ant command. of the god to the rulers
~onvenience, we can refer to this in'u m . e c asses,appropnate to their natures. For
I?to effect, Plato's philosopher-kin Js ~c;~~~ a~ the placement rule'. To put the rule
tlvesystemofeducationforall h'lJ
h p obably have to set up some competiin the Republic.42 Popper's re c I ren, though Plato does not discuss such measures
sponse tot e placement rule is as follows·
[I]t must be admitted that [Plato] here ann
.
.
of the lower classes children are b
.ounces the. followmg rule: 'if in one
they shall ... be appointed guardian~rn With an a~r:u~ture of gold and silver,
is rescinded in a later passage of the R:~bii~~~xiharies' ·But this concession

0

35

Popper, Open Society, p. 141.

47

Ibid., p. 52.
Ibid., p. 149.

38

Ibid.

39

Republic , 546a--e·, p opper, 0 pen Society,
.
pp. 151-3.
Popper, Open Society, p. 141.
see Le.vmson, In Defense of Plato, pp. 535-43.
0

Cf. Anstotle, Politics, 1262a14-24; 1262b24-29
43

Republic, 423c-d.

45

Ibid., p. 272, n. 12.
In response to severe criticism, esp. by Levinson (In Defense of Plata), Popper concedes some error
(Open Society, p. 338), but still evades the crucial point.

Popper, Open Society, p. 51.

36

41
42

44

46

37
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Popper, Open Society, p. 141.

°

48 Cf. Popper, Open Society, p. 338. Examination of Plato's position reveals the surprising- and perhaps
inadvertant- fact that his institutions will, if anything, tell against the Guardians' hereditary dominance
of the state. We have seen that Plato is interested in eugenics and so contrives means to have the best
breed with the best among the Guardians. The lesser Guardians are constrained from reproducing, and
we can assume that the offspring to be disposed of would generally be theirs. However, regardless of
exactly who produces these children, Plato is left in the curious position of proposing infanticide for the
offspring of Guardians, while apparently granting far more leeway to children of the lower classeswhose conception is unsupervised and who are raised by their individual families. This is surprising
because the children of the lowest Guardians will presumably be superior to those of even the best Farmers,
~
and so should be allowed to live.
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Assessment of Plato's position in regard to distributive equity is complicated
enormously by the fact that he does not believe in perfect hereditary transmission.
Thi~ is seen, once again, in the placement rule. Though Popper argues that Plato must
res~m~ the ~lacement rule or confront a 'mingling of the races', in Plato's eyes 'class
punty reqmr~s ~ovement between the classes. Adherence to the placement rule will
not ca~se mmglmg of the classes, because membership of the three classes is
determmed by moral and intellectual qualities rather than birth. Indeed, to leave an
individu~ with 'gold: in his s~ul in the third class would be to mix the metals. Though
Plato beheves that ~hildren Will for the most part reflect the qualities of their parents,
the placement rule Is necessary because this will not always be the case. There can
be ~I~tle doubt that the qualities used to assign Guardian status are appropriate to the
pol~tical system, and that Plato's recommended programme of lifelong, intensive
testmg represents a sincere effort to identify individuals who possess them. Thus in
Plato's eyes, considerations of birth are to give way to considerations of merit.
~~spite his belief in imperfect hereditary transmission, I believe that Plato's
positiOn should be viewed as empirical racism. Like empirical racists, Plato believes
(Al) that there are observable differences between the members of different human
groups, and (A2) that these are (almost always) based on heredity. He subscribes to
(A3), the view_ tha~ th~ ch.aracteris~ics in question constitute a claim to superiority,
and so to supenor distributiOnal entitlements. The question of distributive entitlement
in the just city is complicated by the fact that members of the highest classes do not
receive more of all desirable social goods. However, the details need not be discussed
49
here, as. it .is clear that Plato recommends a political hierarchy based on hereditary
c~ar~ctenstlcs. Though the factual claims on the basis of which social goods are
dis~buted are well established in Plato's thought, we are likely to view them as
obvwusly false and so should view Plato as an empirical racist.
What is most striking in Plato's view is the magnitude of the differences he draws
between cla~ses . .t:- case can be made that Plato is not an empirical racist, because he
doe~ not ~eheve m perfect hereditary transmission, and stresses the importance of
de~hng With exception~ cases. But he does believe in almost perfect transmission,
while the exaggerated differences he draws between the classes are without foundation and outweigh the force of any exceptions. On balance it is the fact that Plato

draws the hereditary differences between groups so starkly that calls for describing
his view as empirical racism. 50
However there can be no doubt that Plato is not a normative racist. The placement
rule proves ~hat when there is a clash between birth and appropriate criteria, he coll_les
down squarely on the side of appropriate criteria. Were Plato's system normatlve
racism, he would subscribe to A4, and hold that, regardless o.f men~ and I_UOral
characteristics, individuals should be assigned to classes accordmg to brrt~ ---:-I~, for
example, three of one's grandparents were from a giv~n class, th~n an m~Ividual
belongs there as well. The situation would be more difficult to d1agno~e .If Plato
believed in perfect hereditary transmission of the relevant characteristics. But
because this is not the case, his position is straightforward.

IV
It is clear then, that once we have sorted out different kinds of racist views, we are
able read,ily to respond to alternative accounts of Plato's position. For instance,
Richard Mohr has recently argued that Plato is a racist, on the following grounds:
While it is true that privileges are not doled out in the Republic based ~n who
one's parents are (Plato admits golden parents may have brazen children)
privileges are doled out based on one's congenital characteristics (the brazen
51
are to be treated as brazen). Such doling is not ... a system ofmerit.
Though what Mohr says about the importance of hereditary characteristics is true
- and supports a charge of empirical racism - he is .incorrect a~ou.t the role of
merit. Because Plato does not believe in foolproof hereditary transnusswn and does
not subscribe to A4 he believes that class placement should be based on appropriate
criteria rather than birth, when the two come into conflict. Such a system is a pure
meritocracy and not normative racism. We see here, as is frequently the case, the
importance of attaining clarity about the complex concepts we employ.

George Klosko

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Plato could perhaps be defended from the charge of empirical racism on either the grounds (a) that
his view is well founded, or (b) that he would be willing to consider evidence against his view and revise
it accordingly. Very briefly, there is no evidence for (a). As for (b), though this might be true, .as is attested
to by Plato's apparent loss of faith in the possibility of philosophical rulers in the .late .dialogues and
consequent changes in his political theory (see Klosko, Development, Part IV), the VI~w IS so central to
the political theory of the Republic that altering it would necessitate fundamental revision of the work as
a whole.
5o

It ~ee~s clear that if Plato had been strongly committed to the ideal of blood purity or Guardian blood
dommatwn the relevant institutions of his just city would probably have been set up differently. A
preferable arrangen:'e~t would ha~e ~e Guardians reproducing at an accelerated rate, with the reproduction
of th~ lowest. class li~Ited, and with mfanticide reserved for their children. A set up of this sort is so clearly
consistent with the Ideal of Guardian blood dominance that the fact that Plato does not recommend it is
strong evidence of his lack of interest in such concerns.
49

See G. Vlastos, 'The Theory of Social Justice in the Polis in Plato's Republic' in Interpretations of
'

Plato, ed. Helen North (Leiden, 1977).

51 R.D. Mohr, Review of Klosko, The Development of Plato's Political Theory, Canadian Philosophical
Review, 6 (1986), p. 495 (his emphasis).
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